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So the doctor who tried to warn the public about the 

virus last year - and was reprimanded instead - has just 

passed away. My hands are trembling as I type this 

sentence #liwenliang 

And today it's confirmed that he contracted the 

virus himself. There are many like him who've 

been pushing the limit of censorship & political 

pressure this time, and they testified what Li 

said, 'A healthy society should allow different 

voices & heterogeneous opinions'. 
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How far can we go? How far? How far??????????1111111IIIIH 
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We shouldn't let those who collect firewood for all die in snow storm. 
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His death reminds me of #liuxiaobo. It was the same heartbroken feeling 
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twitter.com/tingguowrites/... 'This land under my feet is affectionate and yet 
unfortunate. You are draining every drop of our patience and every inch of 
our dignity...but I do know that I cannot stop tears from flowing or my heart 
from breaking as I mention your name.’ 

d Ting Microway @tingguowrites - Feb 4 

‘This land under my feet is affectionate and yet unfortunate. You are 
draining every drop of our patience and every inch of our dignity. I don't 
know whether to curse or praise, but I do know that I cannot stop tears 

from flowing or my heart from breaking as I mention your name. 
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And now on Weibo, "wuhan govt owes Dr #liwenliang an apology” is a 

censored topic 
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The worst part: the machine that killed him continues to manipulate his 
death: his death cannot be announced until “authority”’s approval So they 
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